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editorial

Dear Readers,
Our customers in the crane and systems building sector are successful all around the
world. And precisely for projects abroad not only our technology but also our expertise
is in demand. So this ninth issue of our Magazine revolves around interesting projects
around the world – and the experts behind them.
›Partner of Experts‹ describes our cooperative relationship with professional crane and
systems builders all over the world. In line with this motto we revised our brochures
just in time for the CeMAT in May. Our new brochures are explicitly aimed at experts in
the crane and systems building sector: the contents are now more clearly structured
and provide considerably more technical details regarding our products and
customised solutions. Information from experts for experts.
We have also revised the design in line with our orientation as a premium brand – this
Magazine is a good example of the new design.
What is a 30 t off-standard chain hoist doing in New Caledonia? How does a systems
builder find the right crane builder for his project? And what time is it in Mecca? You’ll
find the answers to these questions and others too on the following pages.
We hope you enjoy reading this Magazine and thank you for your interest in STAHL
CraneSystems!
Yours, Werner Wagner, Managing Director, STAHL CraneSystems
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Cutting-edge technology at the CeMAT 2011

8 hoists, 5 days,
36 experts
Managing Director Werner Wagner is satisfied: »The response was extremely good.
We were able to underline clearly our claim to be a premium brand. We were able to get
this message through to the market. Crane building experts from all around the world –
from Australia to Tierra del Fuego – got together on our stand.«

The stand’s main focus was on high-quality technology. STAHL CraneSystems deliberately
exhibited engineering solutions – hoists adapted for specific requirements.
The highlight on the stand was the AS 7 ZW twin hoist. Mounted on its three metre high
steel structure, it towered above the stand and caught the eye of approaching visitors.
»The AS 7 ZW lifts loads of up to 120 tonnes but is relatively compact in spite of this,«
Thomas Kraus, head of our Support Centre, explained. As compact that is as a hoist
can be that in itself weighs 5.5 tonnes – without counting crane bridges and endcarriages. Apart from the AS 7 ZW all hoists were operational. They included chain
hoists such as the STK extra short headroom trolley and an ST 20 with particularly high
hoisting speed. Explosion-protected hoists such as the STex and SH ex were naturally
included. The dual chain hoist with two hooks running in synch was ideal for our fair
game: noughts and crosses. Instead of using paper and pencil, visitors had to operate
the radio-controlled dual chain hoist and manoeuvre alternating blue and orange balls
into the holes in the board – three in a row if possible. The game was presented by
our ›Herr Gorges‹ and was great fun for all the guests, whether apprentices or crane
building experts.
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A wide flight of steps led visitors to the 1.20 m high platform
which made up the main part of the stand. From this vantage
point visitors had a perfect view of our hoists and were able
to have technical details explained on the product itself.
The platform was a meeting point for our customers and partners from all over the world. Some of our partner companies
took advantage of our invitation to greet their customers on
our stand, which we particularly enjoyed.
Werner Wagner summarises the five days: »We found the
CeMAT 2011 an interesting meeting point for the industry, with
a lively exchange of knowledge between crane engineers
and crane builders.«
The CeMAT is regarded as the leading intralogistics fair. »In the

1

record number of visitors from abroad the CeMAT in Hannover
has confirmed its position as the most important international
business platform for intralogistics,« says Andreas Gruchow,
member of the Board of Directors of the Deutsche Messe AG.
1084 companies from 38 countries visited the CeMAT 2011
in Hannover, half of them coming from abroad. »With this
result the CeMAT 2011 has once again surpassed the CeMAT
2008, which was held before the economic crisis,« says
Andreas Gruchow.
You can see the CeMAT film at www.stahlcranes.com

2

3
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1 Visitors reached the 1.20 m high platform via the
wide flight of steps.
2 Cubes – the recurring element. The hoists brought
the information conveniently up to eye level.
3 Balls in the STAHL CraneSystems corporate colours
were the prize in the crane game.
4 Looking technology in the eye! All the products
exhibited were easily accessible from the platform.
5 The fair’s highlight: the AS 7 twin hoist, weighing
5.5 t
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Selected crane building partners can apply for certification

STAHL Crane Systems’
›Partner of‹ concept

»You can see my logo up there.« Per Gustafsson points out the brightly coloured framework suspended above
the STAHL CraneSystems stand at the CeMAT. Over 100 company logos have been printed on it, including
the Swedish crane builder LYFTDON, for which Per Gustafsson works. The other logos point to crane builders
from Europe, Asia, Australia and the rest of the world – all the ›Partners of STAHL CraneSystems‹ are here
together at the CeMAT.

As technology specialist, STAHL CraneSystems is a partner rather than a competitor for crane builders. The title
of ›Partner of STAHL CraneSystems‹ puts this into words. We support crane building companies, who are
frequently small-sized and active at regional level, wherever we can with our expertise and our opportunities
as a global player. In this way in recent years a close-knit network of qualified crane builders has emerged,
connected to and coordinated by STAHL CraneSystems.

CERTIFICATE
ThyssenKrupp
MillServices & Systems GmbH
after undergoing a quality inspection,
has been certified as

All our customers – whether they are partners or not – benefit from the STAHL CraneSystems factory service
centre and from the advice from our sales representatives, who enjoy helping them with tricky projects.
Selected crane builders can apply to be certified by us and bear the title ›Partner of STAHL CraneSystems‹.
This title certifies that they have in-depth knowledge of our products, offer perfect service and have the
expertise to build first-class crane systems. An in-house training programme is just as much part of our
›Partner of‹ concept as is marketing support for our certified partners.
The ›Partner of‹ certificate is issued for three years and is regarded by crane builders as a seal of approval.

and is authorised to

> act as distributor for our products,
> make our technical expertise available to
end users,

> provide customer service.
Künzelsau, May 2011

Werner Wagner

Hans-Ulf Behre

Managing Director

Sales Manager

The certificate is valid until May 2014

Current certification for Thyssen Krupp
MillServices & Systems GmbH, May 2011.
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In Mecca STAHL CraneSystems is lifting

the largest

tower clock in the world
Formidable time pressure, tight schedule: in collaboration with project partner

For the installation of the gigantic clock STAHL CraneSystems

Prime Source, STAHL CraneSystems Dubai supplied 23 wire rope hoists to Mecca for

supplied 23 wire rope hoists installed on wall mounted jib

the largest clocktower in the world. Right on time, of course.

cranes at varying heights on the tower facade. The project was
planned and completed by STAHL CraneSystems’ Dubai
subsidiary, project partner was Prime Source Group from Saudi

Mecca is not just Islam’s holiest city, but at present also one of the largest building

Arabia. »Owing to the very tight project schedule the customer

sites in the world. The hotel and luxury residential complex Abraj al-Bait, also known

was looking for a crane supplier with above-average project

as ›Royal Clock Tower Hotel‹, is being constructed right in the centre of the city.

experience,« says Frank Hildebrandt, Managing Director of

Floor area: 1.5 km , 96 floors and a 601 metre high clocktower as the crowning touch.

STAHL CraneSystems in Dubai. »Without the swift, magnificent

The tower resembles London’s Big Ben, but is six times as high as the original.

support of our partner Prime Source the project would not have

When it is completed this year, the Royal Clock Tower Hotel will for some time be the

been possible.« Hildebrandt was able to demonstrate above-

second highest building in the world. Only the Burj Chalifa in Dubai is even higher at

average project experience right at quotation stage: less than

830 metres.

24 hours passed from initial contact to order – including tech-

2

The largest tower clock in the world has been ticking away above the Masjid al Haram
Mosque since August 2010: 80 m high, 65 m wide, the dials are 39 m in diameter. Each
of the four dials is studded with 98 million glass mosaic tessera. Over 2 million LEDs
provide illumination; five times a day, at prayer time, the dials flash green. The clock is
intended to be seen from a distance of nearly 20 kilometres, and as it stands right next
to the holy mosque, replace Greenwich as temporal reference point – for the Islamic
world at least.

nical clarification and the quotation for the first eight cranes –
the final crane was erected four months later.

80 m high, 65 m wide, the dials are 39 m in diameter.
Each of the four dials is studded with 98 million glass
mosaic tessera.

As both the dial components and the innumerable sections of building cladding had to
be transported right against the walls of the building, tower cranes were ruled out for
this work. The wall mounted travelling cranes and jib cranes cover the whole area
around the tower. The wall-mounted travelling cranes work along the crane runways,
the jib cranes serve the fringe and move loads around the corners of the building. The
wire rope hoists lift between 3 t and 6 t and are radio remote controlled. The maximum
height of lift is 120 metres.
The only problems arose during the approval process: as wall-mounted travelling cranes
are never used at such heights, the authorities responsible had first of all to be
persuaded that this design was safe. Thanks to STAHL CraneSystems’ detailed static
calculations of the crane runway and the anticipated forces exerted by the building the
authority responsible was finally convinced and granted approval.
The Royal Clock Tower Hotel is to become the new symbol of the Islamic world, and is
already a sign of change in the region. Increasing industrialisation in Muslim countries
enables more and more believers to undertake the hajj, the holy pilgrimage to Mecca.
The rising numbers of pilgrims have given rise to a positive building boom in Mecca,
which is being literally crowned by the construction company Saudi Bin Laden Group’s
1

Royal Clock Tower.
In addition to the 5-star hotel belonging to the Fairmont chain the building houses over
800 apartments, a conference centre for 1500 guests, a prayer hall for 3800 believers,
a moon observatory and a Museum of Islam. The multi-storey car park has spaces for
780 cars and 10 buses, and it is also possible to arrive via the integrated railway station
or on one of the two helicopter landing pads. A four-storey shopping centre planned
along various themes recreates traditional markets from all regions of the Arab world.
The complex was inaugurated at the beginning of Ramadan in August 2010, and is to be
finally completed before the end of this year.

2

Iraq

Iran

Saudi Arabia

3

1 1.5 km 2 floor area, 96 floors and as crowning
touch a 601 m high clocktower. The Royal
Clock Tower Hotel is a building of superlatives.
2 The gigantic tower clock is already easy
to identify.
3 One of the STAHL CraneSystems wall-mounted
travelling cranes is mounted directly above
the dial.

Mecca
Red Sea
Yemen

Pers. Gulf
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Around
the world
Argentina Australia Austria Belgium Brazil Bulgaria Canada Chile
China Columbia Croatia Cyprus Czech Republic Denmark Ecuador Egypt Estonia Finland France Germany Great Britain Greece Hongkong Hungary India
Indonesia Iran Ireland Israel Italy Jordan Korea (South) Latvia Libanon
Libya Lithuania Malaysia Mexico Netherlands Norway

One hundred hours
in India

Pakistan Peru Poland Portugal Romania Russia Singapore Slovakia Slovenia South Afrika Spain

Sweden Switzerland Syria Taiwan Venezuela Vietnam Thailand Turkey UAE Uruguay USA
Vertriebspartner Tochtergesellschaften

Dayanidhi Anand had suggested it many times, after several unsuccessful
attempts they finally made it in March: Werner Wagner and Thomas Kraus

Melbourne Materials
Handling Show
20–22 April 2011

accepted their Indian colleague’s invitation and got on a flight to India. There
they spent four days meeting partners, customers and the team in the STAHL
CraneSystems subsidiary.
Mr Kraus, what were your experiences during your visit to India? The time
between arrival and departure was planned in detail, it was all organised to
perfection. Our partners and the team in our subsidiary do a brilliant job!
We can really be proud to work together with such motivated colleagues and
companies.
What was your schedule like? Our programme included visits and customer
events at our two big crane building partners, Sparkline and MM Engineers,
and a meeting with the crane builder Electromech. Our subsidiary in Chennai
was the central meeting point. Visits to production facilities were particularly
interesting. The evening before we left we rounded off our visit with a press
conference for the Indian trade press.
What impression did you gain of working conditions in India? It’s always fascinating to see with what simple means and how pragmatically they approach
things there. From the simple furnishing of the room for training courses,
to producing crane systems, to manufacturing controls.
What’s your summary when you look back on your 100 hours in India? India is a
prime example of cooperation between technology supplier and crane builder:
we have the right partners and are firmly convinced of the future success and
future development of our subsidiary in India. Our compliments and
thanks to our Indian colleagues and partners!

CeMAT South America
Sao Paulo, 4–7 April 2011

Moscow Int. Oil & Gas
Exhibition (MIOGE)
21–24 June 2011

Opening new business premises in Shanghai

Dancing with
dragons
There was plenty to celebrate at our subsidiary in Shanghai.
The 22-strong team led by Jürgen Klemke inaugurated their new premises in
the Putuo commercial quarter in the west of Shanghai on 8 June. The new
customer centre now offers, in addition to a larger office area already geared to
the future, excellent conditions for training courses and presentations of STAHL

Gladstone Resource &
Industry Expo 2011

CraneSystems products. Managing Director Werner Wagner and Heike Metzger
from the Marketing Department flew to Shanghai for the festivities.

19 –21 July 2011

After a welcome speech from Jürgen Klemke and congratulations from Werner
Wagner the Chinese inauguration ceremony began. Dancing dragons were
meant to bring STAHL CraneSystems good luck, also the traditional painting of
the dragon eyes.
In between there were typical specialities from far-away Germany: pretzels, liver
sausage and wheat beer. The 120 guests – most of them Chinese partners
and customers – were able to demonstrate their skill in the crane game in the
newly installed warehouse. They were presented with their prizes at the
evening reception in the nearby hotel, where a delectable meal and an acrobatics show brought the day to a fitting close.

Technology 2011, Tel Aviv
14 –16 June 2011

You can see the film of the Shanghai opening at www.stahlcranes.com
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Off-standard chain hoist for nickel mine in New Caledonia

30 t hoists at the other end
of the world

There are not many hoists as compact as the AS 7 wire rope hoist from STAHL CraneSystems. However for some projects even the most compact wire rope
hoist can reach its limits. In this unusual order STAHL CraneSystems needed to utilise literally every centimetre of the customer’s shop. The customer needed
hoists with extremely short approach dimensions on both sides of the crane. They needed to have true vertical lift, run on a reduced track gauge of 2 metres
and: lift 30 tonnes!

New Caledonia is a small group of islands in the South Pacific,

»

east of Australia. The country is approximately half the size of
Switzerland and after Russia, Australia and Canada holds the

How does an off-standard hoist get from Künzelsau to New
Caledonia, at the other end of the world?
STAHL CraneSystems has subsidiaries and sales partners all over

world’s largest unmined nickel deposits. The Koniambo Nickel

the world. One of these partners is Excellift, one of Malaysia’s

SAS has been working a nickel mine here for some years now.

leading crane builders. Excellift collaborates closely in

This major project is a joint venture of the Société Minière du

Malaysia with the international systems manufacturer Technip,

Sud Pacifique and the internationally active Xstrata Group,

a major company for project management, engineering and

one of the world’s largest mining companies. The ›Koniambo

design of plants for the oil and gas industry.

Nickel Mine Project‹ is to be completed in 2015 and extract
nickel from the laterite rock for at least 25 years.

Technip received the order for project management for building
the Koniambo Mine in 2007 and also supplies metallurgical
production plants to New Caledonia. Technip’s positive

Chains with 12 /1 reeving with a total
length of 130 metres give the hoist the
required traction force

experiences with Excellift made getting the Malayan crane
builder on board an obvious choice. STAHL CraneSystems
started engineering and produced the off-standard chain hoists
in summer 2010. They were packed in Künzelsau in August 2010

What do STAHL CraneSystems R&D staff do if a customer

and began their journey to Malaysia. In addition to the two

provides a concrete specification and none of the standard

off-standard chain hoists STAHL CraneSystems supplied many

hoists matches? They develop a customised solution. The

other hoists and crane components to Excellift. Excellift

operator of the Koniambo mine needed for the maintenance

subjected the off-standard chain hoists to a full functional and

crane in one of the metallurgical plants two 30 tonne hoists

load test in its factory in Kuala Lumpur in March 2011, delivery

with true vertical lift that could work extremely close to the

was in May 2011.

walls. 30 tonnes is a typical load capacity for a wire rope hoist
such as the AS 7, however dimensions and drum length rule
this out. Chain hoists are much more compact and have true
vertical lift, but the standard design only lifts just over 6 t.
The solution found by the STAHL CraneSystems engineers was
an off-standard chain hoist comprising four combined ST 60
units mounted together on an equally off-standard double rail
crab. Chains with 12/1 reeving with a total length of 130 metres
give the hoist the required traction force. To utilise the low
ceiling height to the full, the engineers also developed
off-standard suspension crane carriages for the two doublegirder suspension cranes.

Australia

New Caledonia

1 Before delivery, the crane was fully
assembled and subjected to an
approval test in Excellift’s factory.
The specially developed suspension
crane endcarriages can be seen
on the right of the picture.
2 Thanks to the 12/1 reeving of
the chains with a total length of
130 metres the chain hoist achieved
an S.W.L. of 30 t.

30t
EXCELLIFT

1

Chain hoist
ST 60

Load capacity

Reeving

Chain length

Travel carriage

4x

30 t

12/1

130 m

Double-rail crab

2
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New partner in the Southwest

Innokran
Sparks are flying in the well-lit assembly shop. Here is where designing, welding, assembly take place. In Pleidelsheim, north of Stuttgart, Christoph Fischer
and Rüdiger Bähker have been building cranes since October 2010, having founded their own crane building company: Innokran.

Partner of

Christoph Fischer and Rüdiger Bähker know what they’re doing. They have known
each other since the beginning of the 90s when they were still working for crane
builder MAN Wolffkran and later STAHL CraneSystems. In 2010 they took the plunge
and looked for their own premises. They finally found a suitable spot in Pleidelsheim,
directly on the A 81 motorway between Stuttgart and Heilbronn.
Christoph Fischer is satisfied: »We wouldn’t mind a few more orders, but we’ve got

Innokran shares the production shop with its steelworking
partner: Krähe+Wöhr has been building steel structures for
over 70 years and has invested in the infrastructure for

enough work.« In particular for customised designs. He plans to expand this sector

producing crane girders. Since then, the company has been

with Innokran. Especially since the big crane builders are focussing more and more on

producing crane bridges for Innokran orders. »We’ve known

standard solutions, Fischer sees great potential for Innokran here: »More and more

Krähe+Wöhr for a long time. They have all the necessary

companies are finding it difficult to find a competent crane builder. When we offer

welding qualifications and their many years of experience of

customers customised solutions we’re preaching to the converted.«

structural steelwork make them the ideal partner for us,«
Christoph Fischer explains.
Fischer und Bähker rely on crane technology from STAHL CraneSystems and have been certified crane building partners since
last year. »Because they’re convincing products!« as Fischer is
pleased to admit. STAHL CraneSystems supplies most of the
products as CraneKits, Innokran orders individual components
only for unusual customised solutions.
What do the experienced design engineers think of the support
which STAHL CraneSystems offers specially for crane builders?
»It’s always a good thing to have such an experienced partner
on your side,« Fischer says. In other ways too Innokran profits
from its partnership with STAHL CraneSystems: The factory
service centre helps Innokran with tricky problems and
Christoph Fischer is always glad to hand over STAHL CraneSystems’ high-quality product brochures.
There’s plenty to look at in the Innokran assembly shop:
an off-standard crane with two AS 7 wire rope hoists is there:
50 t S.W.L. for a systems manufacturer in Vietnam. Three
cranes with maintenance platforms and off-standard paint –
full quality documentation was important for this project.
Two box girders, specially equipped for use down to – 40 °C.
If you look up to the ceiling you get quite a surprise: blue
Demag wire rope hoists are doing their rounds there. »We were
glad to find an empty shop with two relatively new cranes –
so we weren’t fussy,« Fischer makes his excuses and grins
mischievously: »They’ve worked pretty well up to now.
But we’re saving up for two STAHL CraneSystems wire rope
hoists.«

Press

Review

Are you ready?

»Steel girders can be turned into highperformance high-tech cranes with CraneKits
from STAHL CraneSystems. The conveniently

With over 14000 participants, Standard Chartered Marathon is one of the most popular

packed modular crane elements are supplied

sporting events in the Emirate of Dubai. 19 athletes from the STAHL CraneSystems

preassembled. The crane builder only needs

subsidiary in Dubai entered the race.

to assemble the components and plug the
cables in the ready-made connections (...)«.

»The marathon was a real endurance test,« says Ahmad Tarik, regional sales director,

Issue 2/2011, article ›Cranes out of the box‹

who made third place in the in-house competition. And Managing Director Frank
Hildebrandt adds: »I was completely overwhelmed, but absolutely not surprised by
the resonance from our team: 19 of the 20 staff took part. That shows the
incomparable spirit our international and multicultural team has. This team spirit is
the key to our outstanding performance – even in this difficult sales region.« The
Standard Chartered Marathon is over a distance of 10 kilometres – all the runners

»(...) The SW winch from STAHL Crane-

reached the finishing line. The team’s conclusion: a great alternative to a normal

Systems is a modular design made up of

working day, lots of fun, a benefit for the whole team and a positive atmosphere

standard components. Easy access to the

circulated through the whole company.

components makes maintenance work
and replacing parts easier. Frequency
inverters on all drives as standard ensure
smooth starting and braking charac-

Customer Sales
Meeting

teristics and minimise load swing (...)«.
Issue 5/2011, article ›Big S.W.L.,
small size‹

in Charleston

Once again many longtime crane building partners attended the Customer Sales
Meeting of our US subsidiary, including 12 of their 20 largest customers.
The meeting took place in the Francis Marion Hotel in Charleston, our subsidiary’s

»(...) For explosion-protected hoists too

home town. Organisers Marc Philipp and Robby Heeskens set great store by an

off-standard solutions are more and more

informal personal atmosphere, so the meeting was almost a friends’ get-together to

in demand, for example the LNG wire rope

which the invitees’ partners were also invited. In the forefront of the meeting was

hoists in fully redundant design which are

the dialogue between STAHL CraneSystems experts and partner companies, the

exported all over the world (...)«.

framework being provided by a number of specialist talks. The general theme of the

Issue 4 /2011, article ›Partners and experts‹

two-day meeting was the strategic orientation of the company; explosion protection,
engineering solutions and international projects were also in focus. Marc Philipp
comments: »We wanted to show our customers that they can sell customised
solutions with our products, opening up the market for interesting niches: explosion
protection and engineering solutions. The Customer Sales Meeting was
very successful in this.«
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Off-standard crane in a chemical plant

When things
get tight – Oeder is the
champion of space-saving

Steam wreathes up to the ceiling. A cage emerges slowly from the seething liquid. It halts briefly over tank No 14 before being lowered
again over tank No 15 by the chain hoist. »You have to move fast,« the operator holding the crane control explains, »otherwise the material
starts to oxidise«. Glancing at the red digits of the wall clock he dashes a few metres farther on, and lifts another steaming cage full of
shiny metallic workpieces over into the next tank. ›Alkaline degreasing bath‹ says a label on the side of one tank, ›Sulphuric acid‹,
›Pickling bath‹, ›Burnishing bath‹ on others.

Burgfarrnbach, a district of Fürth. Headquarters of Karl Kampka,
a factory for chemical surface treatment. Karl Kampka has
three metal finishing plants, the most recent was just installed
in May of this year – in difficult conditions: the crane portal of
the new plant had to be squeezed in under the low barrel vault
roof of the small ancillary production building – hardly any
latitude for Stahl- und Kranbau Oeder, who designed the crane.
»Tricky projects with demanding statics like this are our
speciality,« Rudolf Lang, member of Oeder’s managing board,
explains. »Our design engineers are in demand whenever
things get tight.«

2

1

1 You can’t buy that off the peg: reduced headroom suspension crane
endcarriages, individually adapted dual chain hoist, chamfered crane bridge.
2 The crane portal had to be chamfered on one side so that it could be installed
as close to the wall as possible.
3 The steaming cage emerges from the tank. The dwell time in the various
chemicals is specified to the second.
4 Michael Schmid, Rudolf Lang and Fred Weber at the handover of the new
crane portal.

3

»Since I’ve been in the company we’ve had growth rates of 10 %–20 % every year,« says

4

Michael Schmid expects to be able to double the phosphating

Michael Schmid, one of Karl Kampka’s managers. Production has been expanded

throughput with the new line. However there were also other

again and again to satisfy the increasing demand for finished metals, the most recent

motives for modernisation: environmental protection, safety at

major investment being just three years ago – in 2008. At that time Kampka built its

work and quality also played a part. A few days ago recertifying

largest burnishing line to date comprising 22 tanks, which is presumably unique in the

to ISO 9001 and audits for environmental certification in

Federal Republic.

compliance with ISO 14001 were successfully concluded with

In the narrow aisle next to the line are pallets with customers’ parts and cages full of

which Schmid expects further advantages vis-à-vis his cus-

workpieces. The crane struts reach to just below the ceiling – here every centimetre

tomers. In addition the plant has been prepared for automation,

counts. It was even more cramped in the small ancillary building in which the old

which is being demanded by more and more customers and
which Kampka intends to convert

phosphating line stood. »The new
line needed to be as close to the
wall as possible so that we would

»Tricky projects with demanding statics like
this are our speciality«

have room for new projects later,«

to in the near future. »This modernisation has given us three
up-to-date lines now, that should

says Michael Schmid. The barrel vault roof makes this no easy task as the crane needs

be enough for the next 10 to 15 years,« Schmid explains.

a certain height of lift to be able to transport the cages of workpieces safely from one

However this doesn’t stop him looking around for new surfaces

tank to the next. »The only possible way of getting the crane in close to the wall and

and finishing methods which he wants to offer in future.

still achieving the required height of lift was to chamfer the crane portal. That makes

»There’s space for a fourth line next to the new phosphating

the static calculation a bit trickier, but we’re used to projects like this,« says

line, even if it’s not very much«. Rudolf Lang is unperturbed.

Rudolf Lang when the finished portal is handed over. This off-standard design was

He’s had plenty of experience with cranes in tight places.

made possible in the final analysis by specially developed reduced headroom crane
endcarriages and by using space-saving STD 50 dual chain hoists from STAHL CraneSystems.The South German specialist for hoisting technology and crane components
also supplied the travel drives and the additional auxiliary hoists with which large
pieces can be transported through the finishing process without using a cage.
»STAHL CraneSystems hoists are perfectly adapted for our work,« Rudolf Lang
explains. »Here we have a high-quality basic product which we can adapt for our
purposes depending on requirements.«
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7901000

Tried and tested a thousand times –
the SH 50 ex celebrates its
1000th anniversary
When can you call a product ›mature‹ and ›field-proven‹? After it has passed a few tests? When 10 units have been
sold? STAHL CraneSystems supplied the thousandth explosion-protected ›SH 50 ex‹ wire rope hoist in February.

The standard wire rope hoist with serial number 7901000 was supplied to Nigerian
company Fawel Engineering, an important supplier for the Nigerian oil and gas sector.
Fawel Engineering installed the anniversary hoist in a Shell pump station in March
2011. Number 1000 has a maximum safe working load of 8 t, a height of lift of 10 m and
is approved for explosion protection Zone 1 to ATEX. It is of course painted green/black
as is only right and proper for a tradition-conscious SH wire rope hoist.
Explosion-protected wire rope hoists of the SH ex series have been on the market since
2000, however their family tree goes back to 1926. In that year – 85 years ago –
STAHL CraneSystems began developing the first explosion-protected hoists, crane
components and related control technology.
Approximately three-quarters of Ex hoists are supplied to crane and systems builders
abroad. Even the first wire rope hoist in the series, serial number 7900001, was
supplied to crane builder Alla Co. Ltd. in Bangkok, Thailand.
Wire rope hoists of the SH series are extremely popular thanks to their quality and
modular design. The SH 50 ex is the most in demand of SH ex models. However there
are around 600 each of the other frame sizes SH 30 ex, 40 ex and 60 ex in operation.
The demand for explosion-protected crane technology has been increasing for some
years. By now, one in eight hoists from STAHL CraneSystems is destined for an
explosive area.

Aniversário em Portugal
Ferrometal is 60 years of age

Dr. Thomas Peukert and
Teresa Da Silva cutting the
anniversary cake.

Walter Jackes Voldun and Günter Brüggemann were already
conscious of the fact that German products are well received
in Portugal when they founded the company Ferrometal
on 26 March 1951. They set up their company as a distributor
for INA bearings and sold hoists for window cleaning. In the
following years Ferrometal became agent for other German
companies. When it became agent for STAHL CraneSystems
products in 1976 the core business shifted to the crane and
automotive industries. Ferrometal became a 100 percent subsidiary of STAHL CraneSystems in 1982.
Today, 60 years after its founding, Ferrometal is one of the leading
suppliers of cranes and crane technology in Portugal. The team
numbers eight women and ten men, who are between 26 and 62
years of age. Álvaro Barbedo celebrates a double anniversary
this year: on 1 April 2011 he completed 30 years in the company.
In collaboration with various partners and crane builders,
Ferrometal serves the whole Portuguese market and produces
approximately 70 cranes a year, most of them in the 16 tonne
S.W.L. range.
Congratulations!

France

Portugal

Spain
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Portal crane for barrage in Cameroon

STAHL CraneSystems as

Match maker

STAHL CraneSystems was the matchmaker: the crane technology expert was able to team up two of its
customers for a crane project in Cameroon, and itself supplied the hoists and wheel blocks needed.

»The customer didn’t know which way to turn,« Fred Weber, sales representative of STAHL
CraneSystems, recalls. DSD Noell needed an off-standard crane for a project in Cameroon,
however was not able to find a suitable manufacturer. Desperate, the Würzburg systems
manufacturer enquired of STAHL CraneSystems. The crane technology expert was not
able to help out with a crane, but knew a competent crane builder: Eisenbau Weissenburg.

Africa

Fred Weber brought his two customers up to the table and Eisenbau Würzburg quoted the
complete crane. »As a leading manufacturer of hoists and crane components we have

Cameroon

close contacts with many crane builders and systems manufacturers. This means that we
can pass enquiries on to a suitable specialist and act as broker between our customers,«
Fred Weber says.
1

Cameroon is situated in West Africa, in the middle of the tropics. It is 65 km from the coastal
metropolis Douala to Edéa, a town of 120,000 inhabitants. In Edéa there is a large
aluminium foundry and a hydro-electric power station. Outside this hydro-electric power
station, for some years now DSD Noell has been building a barrage which is planned to
regulate the water level of the Sanaga river.
In Edéa humidity is between 80–100 % all year round. When the sun shines, the thermometer
rises to 45 °C, however usually it is raining. To be honest, it is nearly always raining in this
region, which with an annual precipitation level of 11,000 mm is one of the wettest regions
on earth. Germany has just 789 mm over the same period. The dry season in Edéa lasts
from December to February. However even then it is not really dry.

1 The international team relaxing
after a long day’s work.
2 The leviathan is ready for action!

complete documentation of all procedures and tests is
essential.« After a year’s planning and construction period the
crane stood ready for operation in the assembly shop in
Weissenburg, the double girder crane bridge reached nearly to
the roof. »It’s fairly rare to erect and test a crane like that
completely,« says Thomas Näpflein, »but it has advantages for
the customer: Everything is ready, the limit switches are set,
the frequency inverter programmed. So we can eliminate errors
before painting the crane and there are no delays erecting
it on site.«
After a successful acceptance test and an overload test with a
test weight of 50 tonnes the Eisenbau Weissenburg fitters
started dismantling the crane again. The individual components
were sandblasted, given several coats of paint and then
packed for the long journey to Cameroon. A month later master
fitter Klaudius Moj flew to Edéa to supervise the erection of the
crane and instruct personnel on site. In the next two years
DSD Noell’s crane will provide support while the barrage is constructed, later it will be used for maintenance and repair work.
When work is carried out on the floodgates the water must be
»The crane would have rusted in a flash without special paint,« Thomas Näpflein,

retained by so-called ›stop logs‹ - heavy bulkhead gates which

Eisenbau Weissenburg’s project manager, explains. To protect the crane from

the workers manoeuvre with the crane. »We haven’t heard

corrosion it was painted a total of seven times: 1 primer coat, 4 undercoats and two

anything else from the construction site,« Näpflein is pleased to
report – that’s always a good sign.

topcoats. The technology too had
to be protected from the extreme
weather conditions. Climate control systems cool the switchgear

To protect the crane from corrosion it was
painted a total of seven times: 1 primer coat,
4 undercoats and two topcoats.

cabinets and diffuse the conden-

Fred Weber from STAHL CraneSystems is
satisfied too. Eisenbau Weissenburg has
been ordering hoists from the crane
technology expert for years, »because price

sation. A canopy on the crab protects the STAHL CraneSystems wire rope hoists from

and performance are simply right,« as Thomas Näpflein says.

rain and the auxiliary hoist moves under a weather roof when it is not needed.

»If we can choose we always buy STAHL CraneSystems

DSD Noell had documented the technical requirements in detail in its performance
specifications, as an internationally active systems manufacturer the company has had
plenty of experience with orders abroad. »They’re really particular,« says Thomas
Näpflein, who had to immerse himself into DSD Noell’s strict specifications: »The
problem was not so much the humidity in Cameroon, DSD Noell simply needed
someone who was able to build such a special crane and was prepared to accept the
strict safety regulations.« At regular intervals inspectors checked whether Eisenbau
Weissenburg was complying with the standards and regulations. An external inspector
subjected all load-bearing welds to magnetic particle and ultrasound tests. The
inspector was himself supervised by another inspector. »Such strict checks are not
really common, but DSD Noell just wanted to guarantee one hundred percent quality,«
Näpflein explains. »If you do business with government authorities and agencies

hoists.« Fred Weber can look forward to other exciting projects.
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